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Abstract 
The steadily decreasing prices of display technologies and computer graphics hardware contribute to the increasing popularity of 
multiple-display environments, like large, high-resolution displays. It is therefore necessary that educational organizations give 
the new generation of computer scientists an opportunity to become familiar with this kind of technology. However, there is a 
lack of tools that allow for getting started easily. Existing frameworks and libraries that provide support for multi-display 
rendering are often complex in understanding, configuration and extension. This is critical especially in educational context 
where the time that students have for their projects is limited and quite short. These tools are also rather known and used in 
research communities only, thus providing less benefit for future non-scientists. In this work we present an extension for the 
Unity game engine. The extension allows – with a small overhead – for implementation of applications that are apt to run on both 
single-display and multi-display systems. It takes care of the most common issues in the context of distributed and multi-display 
rendering like frame, camera and animation synchronization, thus reducing and simplifying the first steps into the topic. In 
conjunction with Unity, which significantly simplifies the creation of different kinds of virtual environments, the extension 
affords students to build mock-up virtual reality applications for large, high-resolution displays, and to implement and evaluate 
new interaction techniques and metaphors and visualization concepts. Unity itself, in our experience, is very popular among 
computer graphics students and therefore familiar to most of them. It is also often employed in projects of both research 
institutions and commercial organizations; so learning it will provide students with qualification in high demand. 
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1. Introduction 
The significant progress in the areas of display and graphics hardware technologies are reflected in a price 
decrease for visual output devices and graphics cards as well as in an enormous efficiency increase of the latter. 
Thus it became possible to build affordable large, high-resolution displays (LHRD). In general, LHRDs differ from 
mainstream desktop displays in two aspects: physical size and resolution. They can be defined as a combined visual 
output perceived as a single, continuous visual space that provides significantly more pixels and is distinctly larger 
by comparison with a normal display. LHRDs are usually built from an array of projectors or LCD displays. Both 
technologies have their advantages and disadvantages. For example, the individual tiles of an LCD-based display are 
disjoint because of bezels. This results in a discontinuous or distorted image output. Opposed to LCD-based 
displays, projector-based displays don’t suffer from this problem. Though, they have to struggle with a colour and 
brightness inconsistency as well as permanently changing alignment, which requires complex and frequent 
calibration. The main properties of LHRDs are1: size, pixel density, resolution, brightness, contrast, viewing angle, 
bezels, display technology, and form factor. These properties are also applicable for normal desktop displays. In case 
of LHRDs they vary stronger, though. The application field of LHRDs is very broad. They are used for visualization 
of common office and multimedia applications, thus foster collaborative work. They enable the visualization of 
complex datasets, affording a better insight into complex relationships of data entities. Moreover, they enable a full 
size visualization of industrial constructions and machines, therefore ensure better spatial impression. The typical 
applications of LHRDs are: command centrals, vehicle design, geospatial imagery, scientific visualization 
collaboration and tele-immersion, education and training, immersive applications, and public information displays. 
The survey by Ni et al.2 gives an extensive overview on LHRD technologies, applications, and challenges. 
With regard to steadily growing popularity of LHRDs in different domains, we believe it to be of great 
importance to provide an opportunity for upcoming generations of computer scientists to become familiar with that 
type of displays, so they can gain an essential competence for their future career. Developing applications for 
LHRDs, students will recognize that common, desktop-oriented interaction devices and techniques are not suitable 
for this kind of system. Thus, they will be forced to experiment with design, and research for better solutions. 
However, in order to create this opportunity, specific tools have to emerge which will allow a quick and easy start on 
application development for LHRDs. These tools are necessary in the first place because of the limited time students 
have at their disposal during semester projects. Most of currently available solutions are too complex in 
configuration and extension, and offer scarce support. Thus, students have to spend a lot of time learning how to 
utilize them, before being able to proceed with their ideas. Moreover, none of those tools provide any modules for 
rapid prototyping, like a visual scene editor, animation libraries, input device libraries, graphical user interface 
libraries, etc. Therefore, students are often forced to combine multiple libraries which stem from different 
developers, and which do not necessarily work together flawlessly. Consequently, many projects remain unfinished, 
and interest in the technology decreases due to negative experience. 
Establishing a common ground on the basis of a well-known framework, which provides better support for rapid 
prototyping, better support on the part of the software developer, and a large developer community will contribute to 
fluent project progress. As a result, the students’ experience may become improved in a positive way, better 
outcomes may be achieved, and the technology may be promoted. Moreover, having a unified basis will result in 
less heterogeneous source code throughout the projects, making them more appropriate for communication and 
advancement. 
In this paper we present an extension for the Unity game engine3 that allows to run Unity applications on LHRDs. 
Our experience shows that many media informatics students are intimate with Unity and have utilized it for their 
hobby projects beforehand. The game engine itself provides a lot of useful tools for swift content creation. Thus, we 
think it could be the common ground we are looking for. Although Unity’s primary focus lies on digital games, it is 
often used for the development of applications in different other domains, like architecture, engineering and 
construction, simulation in the medical and security fields, serious gaming, and so on. Currently, we intend to utilize 
Unity for rapid prototyping only, in order to evaluate ideas on interaction and visualization concepts. We hope to 
produce completed software products for LHRDs later on, though. 
The paper is organized as follows: First, we present related work, which contains information on distributed 
rendering frameworks. Then, in section 3, we describe our large, high-resolution display, called HORNET, which 
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we use for evaluation purposes. In section 4, we present the extension for Unity alongside with some aspects of 
adopting an application for an LHRD and some examples. Section 5 concludes the results and presents possible 
future work. 
2. Related Work 
In this section, we give a brief overview of frameworks and tools whose goal is to support a developer in porting 
his application to an LHRD. The following overview is not meant to be a complete list of all available frameworks, 
but rather to introduce the different approaches pursued by the frameworks. For an extended introduction and 
comparison of the most current distributed rendering frameworks and toolkits, refer to the survey by Haeyong et al.4 
WireGL5 was one of the first frameworks to support the creation of scalable systems for interactive rasterization 
rendering on a cluster of workstations. The framework is OpenGL-oriented and overrides its API in order to 
distribute rendering jobs over a network. The OpenGL commands applied by the user are converted into so-called 
stream filters. These streams are then conveyed to workstations which are in charge of image rendering. In total, 
there are three types of stream filters: sorting streams into tiles, dispatching streams to the workstations, and reading 
back a frame buffer from the workstations. For render job distribution, WireGL uses a sort-first rendering approach6. 
The framework supports different display configurations from common single desktop displays up to tiled multi-
projector or multi-LCD displays. The project is currently inactive. 
The Chromium framework7 was developed with the goal of improving WireGL in terms of flexibility and more 
comprehensive functionality. The new features include, but are not limited to: a sort-last approach for image 
rendering, integration of custom filters, and integration of custom parallel algorithms. Similarly to WireGL, 
Chromium is bound to OpenGL, thus limited to rasterization rendering techniques only.  
The DRONE framework8 addresses different distributed rendering scenarios: single-screen rendering, multi-
screen rendering, remote rendering, and collaborative rendering. The framework is built upon the Network-
Integrated Multimedia Middleware library9 that provides to DRONE such properties like scalability and flexibility. 
For configuration purposes, a set of different node types is available to the user. These are: manager, render and 
assembly node. Each node type provides its own unique functionality. For instance, a manager node is in charge of 
generating render jobs. These are then conveyed to render nodes over a network in a round-robin manner. Render 
nodes process the jobs and submit generated sub-images to an assembly node. Thanks to its clear interface, DRONE 
may be combined with any type of render engine, thus supporting ray-based renderers as well as rasterization 
renderers. However, the fixed pipeline of the framework makes it difficult to integrate custom render job scheduling 
approaches. This may be crucial for some scenarios, though. 
Equalizer10 is a toolkit for scalable distributed and parallel rendering. It can be employed on both shared-memory 
systems and on clusters of workstations with a network layer. In the early stages, the toolkit focused on 
rasterization-based OpenGL rendering only. Nowadays, it is apt to work with all types of rendering engines from 
rasterization to volume rendering. It offers a set of ready-to-use load-balancing approaches and allows for the 
implementation and integration of custom techniques for task scheduling. 
The Scalable Adoptive Graphics Environment11,12 (SAGE) was developed with collaborative work in mind. Thus, 
its focus lies on the integration of multiple visualizations into an LHRD. The main idea is to use users’ personal 
workstations, e.g. laptops, to run different applications and, at the same time, stream the visual output of those 
applications in form of pixel data to a large display. The data is conveyed then to appropriate SAGE Receivers that 
drive the individual displays. Coordination of the whole procedure takes place in the Free Space Manager 
(FSManager), which is another SAGE component. It handles requests, windows placement, and synchronization of 
receivers, to name a few. The SAGE application interface library (SAIL) enables developers to adapt their 
applications for the environment. 
More an approach than an off-the-shelf solution was presented by Rehfeld et al.13 It utilizes the Hewitt actor 
model14 for real-time interactive, distributed rendering systems. Applications developed using this model are 
expressed in a set of actors. Each actor represents a small module which undertakes some specific job, e.g. physics 
simulation or image rendering. The communication of actors takes place asynchronously via a messaging system. 
The approach allows to build efficient distributed rendering systems. However, it requires fundamental changes in 
many existing toolkits and frameworks, thus making the integration long-winded. 
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So far, we introduced only freely available frameworks, which emerged from the research and development 
community. There are also some commercial solutions worth mentioning. For instance, Unity itself offers different 
license types that include tools for distributed rendering. These license types are not public and have to be requested 
by the software developer. The price of a license depends on the display configuration and tends to be rather 
expensive, even for educational organizations. Also, the support of Linux-based systems could not be clarified in 
correspondence at the time of writing. 
Another commercial toolkit is MiddleVR15. It provides a powerful graphical configuration tool that allows the 
user to adapt his Unity application to his hardware environment. MiddleVR supports different types of display 
environments and input devices and provides distributed rendering capability. There is a free version of the 
software, but it has stringent limitations on multiple application properties, e.g. the maximum resolution, so it is not 
really usable on LHRDs. The commercial license types, including the academic license, amount to many thousands 
Euros, though. The main disadvantage of MiddleVR however is that it does not support Linux-based systems, which 
are virtually a standard in educational organizations. 
Even though the frameworks and toolkits presented in this section provide a good aid in terms of bringing 
applications to work on LHRDs, there is a set of drawbacks to mention: adapting an application using them is not 
always straightforward and can take a lot of time; support for free tools is rather poor; configuration is usually 
laborious; extending a framework might be an issue, since developers have to grapple with an unfamiliar API. In 
addition, none of the freely available frameworks or toolkits provides a solution for rapid prototyping, which would 
be of significant importance to educational organizations. 
 
Fig. 1. HORNET component diagram: The 35 displays are driven by a small cluster of three display PCs, which is 
connected to a second, larger cluster of twelve nodes. 
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3. The HORNET System 
For evaluation purposes, we used an LHRD system called HORNET, which is installed at Bonn-Rhein-Sieg 
University of Applied Sciences. Fig. 1 depicts a component diagram of the system. HORNET consists of 35 LCD 
displays with a resolution of 1920×1080 pixels and bezels of less than three millimeters each. The displays build a 
matrix of seven columns and five rows, providing a total surface area of 7×3 square meters. The cumulative 
resolution of HORNET adds up to 72 megapixels. The displays provide a pixel density high enough to exceed the 
human eye’s resolution when standing more than two meters away from them. A computer cluster of three nodes 
drives the displays. Each computer is equipped with three NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 Ti graphics cards, thus 
providing in total twelve DVI outputs per node. This small cluster offers enough computing power to run 
interactive, OpenGL-based applications with a moderate scene size of one million triangles  
in full resolution. A second computer cluster of twelve nodes can be addressed over a network link. Each node in 
that cluster has three NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan graphics cards. Thus, the cluster may be utilized for tasks of high 
complexity, like high quality physically based global illumination rendering. Each display node provides two 10 
Gbit/s Ethernet links, which are virtually bundled into a single logical link of 20 Gbit/s. Both clusters are 
interconnected via six optical Ethernet links of 10 Gbit/s each. For comprehensive interaction scenarios with 
HORNET, an ARTTRACK optical tracking system is available. It comprises seven infrared tracking cameras that 
provide a tracking area of roughly 5×4 square meters. In our university we use HORNET for experiments in the 
following research areas: visualization of large data sets, one-to-one high-quality rendering, computer-aided 
collaborative work, and human-computer interaction. 
4. Unity Extension 
Based on our previous experience16,17 we developed an extension for the Unity game engine that allows for 
running Unity applications on different types of large, high-resolution displays. The extension pursues three goals: 
 
1. Ease the process of application configuration in terms of distributing application instances among compute 
units and displays. 
2. Ease the process of camera configuration in terms of distributing view frustum fragments among application 
instances. 
3. Solve or at least ease the task of synchronizing application instances. 
 
The extension consists of two general components: a software module in form of Unity scripts, and a guidance 
component that provides hints for adapting applications for LHRDs. The software module itself can be divided into 
editor and run-time modules. An overview of both software module types is given in sections 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.1. Editor Module 
The editor module provides a tool for creating a camera system that reflects the geometrical arrangement of 
displays in an LHRD. In order to configure it, the user has to fill in the displays’ dimensions as well as their 
positions and orientations in space relative to a common coordinate system. The configuration process is aided by 
visual feedback that provides the user with a graphical representation of the camera system. The visual components 
of the editor extension are depicted in Fig. 2. Moreover, the editor module allows to configure how the application 
instances will be distributed among display units. For that purpose, the so-called MPI ranks have to be appropriately 
assigned to the display units. Based on that information, an MPI configuration file will be generated and then 
evaluated by the MPI environment when the application starts. Additionally to instance distribution, a manager 
instance should be defined. The manager instance is a process that receives user input, runs simulations, e.g. 
animation or physics, and conveys the results to the other instances, which we refer to as worker instances. 
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4.2. Run-Time Module 
The run-time software module consists of multiple Unity scripts. The primary purpose of that module is the 
synchronization of application instances. In the given context, we distinguish between four synchronization types: 
frame synchronization, camera state synchronization, transform state synchronization, and event synchronization. 
We call application instances frame-synchronized if, at every point in time, the sequence numbers of frames they 
process are equal. However, this ideal case is hard to ensure. Usually, there is a relative short time span where the 
sequence numbers differ by one. In order to achieve visual output synchronization between the processes, a locking 
mechanism has to be added right before the function call that swaps the back and front buffers, which makes the 
previously rendered image visible. There are two fundamental types of such locks: hardware-based and software-
based. Hardware-based locks like NVIDIA’s Swap Sync18 require very expensive professional graphics cards. It is 
the best way of synchronizing buffer swapping, though. Opposed to hardware-based locks, software-based locks are 
less precise, but totally free. They are usually implemented on the application layer. Different strategies might be 
incorporated for that purpose. We use the MPI barrier mechanism from the OpenMPI library19. 
A barrier is usually placed right before a buffer swapping function call. Since no process can pass through the 
barrier before all other processes have reached it, it serves as a synchronization point, thus ensuring that all 
processes display their frames roughly at the same time and run at equal speeds. In order to introduce such a barrier, 
the programmer needs access to the source code of the framework to manipulate it. However, there is no such 
possibility in the case of Unity, since its source code is closed. While it would be possible to use techniques such as 
DLL hooking, we implemented a different workaround based on the concept of coroutines20 available in Unity. A 
coroutine is a type of function with the unique ability of being able to actively interrupt its own execution and return 
control to Unity. All local variables and the instruction pointer are saved when this occurs and restored later on 
when the coroutine resumes, similarly to a thread when it is interrupted by the operating system. By default, active 
coroutines are called every frame. There are some functions which allow to alter that behavior, though. They are: 
WaitForSeconds, WaitForFixedUpdate, and WaitForEndOfFrame. The latter will stop the execution of a coroutine 
and activate it again just before displaying the frame on the screen, according to the Unity manual. Thus, a barrier 
Fig. 2. Unity Camera Configuration Tool – Configuring a curved LHRD: (left) custom editor for displays, (right) graphical 
representation of the camera system 
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placed right after this function yields feasible results. In our extension, we provide a script with a coroutine which 
implements this approach. 
Another script, called CameraSyncer, provides functionality for camera synchronization. Camera state 
synchronization takes place in two stages: First, the camera-specific values are collected by the manager instance 
and conveyed to all worker instances. These values could be: position, rotation, frustum parameters, projection 
mode, culling mode, and background color, to name a few. Currently, not all values of the Unity camera class are 
supported, but we are working towards it. During the second stage, the received values are applied, and if head 
tracking is used, a new camera frustum is calculated in accordance with the created display configuration to match 
the user’s perspective. Camera state synchronization proceeds in a broadcast manner. It means that all worker 
instances will receive the values, since they all need them to produce a correct output. 
Transform state synchronization has its name from the Unity component called Transform. That component 
manages three game object properties: position, rotation and scale. Transform state synchronization is implemented 
in a script called TransformSyncer and is responsible for synchronizing the mentioned properties. Oppositely to 
camera state synchronization, it incorporates a publisher-subscriber communication pattern. This procedure may be 
described as follows: 
 
1. All application instances share the same object. 
2. One manager instance runs all simulations on the object, e.g. animation and physics, which usually affect the 
properties of the Transform component. Based on the camera system configuration, the manager instance 
determines which camera can see the object and submits the values to the respective worker instances. 
3. The worker instances manage only the visual representation of the object. They do not simulate physics or 
animations, neither do they react to user input. Their main task is rendering. Right before a buffer swap 
synchronization barrier, they go into a listening mode and wait for updates from the manager instance. 
4. After the manager instance has distributed all updates, it broadcasts the EndOfFrame message and then 
paces to the synchronization barrier. The EndOfFrame message forces the worker instances to leave the 
listening mode and approach the synchronization barrier as well. 
5. All application instances pass through the barrier, starting a new frame. 
 
Fig. 3. Overview of the four different types of synchronization used in our approach 
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From the statements made in points 2 and 3, we can see that the same objects have to differ in terms of 
components they contain: only the manager instance is allowed to have components which are relevant to 
simulation. In order to make the transition of an application from a single-display to a multiple-display environment 
easier for the developer, the TransformSyncer script provides an array field where references to a number of 
arbitrary object components may be set. When running in the multi-display environment, the script will use these 
references to remove the specified components from the object within the worker instances. 
Event synchronization usually has to take place if an object has to be created, removed or modified in response to 
user input or some other event. That is because only the manager instance may acquire user input and compute 
simulations. Currently, we do not provide any off-the-shelf solution for that type of synchronization, but rather give 
hints about how to handle such cases. Usually, the developer has to modify his script where the event fires.  
An overview of all different types of synchronization is given in Fig. 3. Overview of the four different types of 
synchronization Fig. 3. 
4.3. Proof of Concept 
We evaluated our extension on the HORNET system described in section 3. We used scenes of different types 
and complexity. Two applications were taken from the Unity Asset store: one 2D application, called “2D 
Platformer”, and one 3D application, called “Unity Labs”. Another two applications were of our own 
implementation: one 2D arcade game, and one static 3D scene. All applications were instantiated 35 times. All 
instances ran in parallel and were distributed as follows: one manager instance and eleven worker instances on 
display node 1, twelve worker instances on display node 2, and eleven worker instances on display node 3. The 
synchronization of the instances took place using the OpenMPI library and the provided routines described in 
section 4.2. The visual outputs of the applications are presented in Fig. 4. The borders of the HORNET display were 
cropped in the images for better representation. The Unity quality settings were set to the default “Good” preset. 
Additionally, vertical synchronization (VSync Count) was set to Every VBlank and Anti-Aliasing to “4× Multi 
Sampling”. For interaction purposes, a common keyboard was utilized. All four applications ran at stable frame rates 
of least 30 frames per seconds. A few lags could be recognized occasionally. However, these could be tied to a 
naïve, unoptimized implementation. 
 
Fig. 4. Sample applications: (top left) custom 2D arcade game; (top right) custom static 3D scene; (bottom left) modified “2D Platformer” 
application from the Unity Asset store; (bottom right) modified “Unity Labs” application from the Unity Asset store 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper we emphasized the necessity for rapid prototyping tools for LHRDs in educational organizations. 
We gave a brief overview of existing frameworks and toolkits, which allow to adapt an application to work on 
LHRDs. They are often complex in configuration, learning and extension, though. Students in universities do not 
have enough time to learn these tools in order to success in their projects. Additionally, these frameworks do not 
provide any modules for rapid prototyping. At the same time, game engines like Unity and the Unreal Engine are 
well known among many students, provide good support, a large community and many off-the-shelf solutions. 
Utilizing these tools for LHRDs will allow for better outcomes, resulting in better experience and increased 
motivation. Based on these considerations, we developed an extension for Unity, which allows for developing and 
adapting existing applications for LHRDs. We described the extension’s components and their interaction. 
In the future, we like to investigate the possibility of developing a similar extension for the Unreal Engine. Its 
advantage over Unity is its open source code. Thus, it can be manipulated and extended more extensively and on a 
lower level. We are also working on porting our bicycle simulator FIVIS21, made in Unity, to HORNET. By 
offering human-scale visualization to the user, we are expecting to generate a more immersive experience. Another 
interesting opportunity has recently been provided with the release of Unity 5. Starting from that version, it is 
possible to build headless applications (without graphical output) for Linux-based systems, thus we become able to 
leverage the large cluster of twelve nodes (mentioned in section 3) for different complex simulations. For instance, a 
complex agent-based simulation of road participants (AVeSi project22), which is utilized in the FIVIS simulator, 
might be transferred to the cluster in order to allow for the simulation of a larger number of agents. Further, we 
would like to explore the possibility of using tracked tablet computers as additional dynamic virtual cameras, as in 
the work of Spindler et al.23 
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